【Work Sheet】Lesson 1 "How's Your School Life?" (1)&(2)　

１. KEY EXPRESSIONS
 　　※読みの練習⇒暗記⇒TEST
　　[1] What's happening outside?
    [2] The school year starts in March and ends in December.
    [3] What club did you belong to?
    [4] Have you been to a karaoke bar in Japan?
    [5] No wonder you speak such good English.

２. WORDS & PHRASES
 　　※(品詞)と意味を書く⇒(n.)名詞　(v.)動詞　(adj.)形容詞　(ad.)副詞　(prep.)前置詞　(conj.)接続詞

1


school cafeteria( )

2


admire>admired( )

3


cherry blossoms( )

4


start ○,Ａ)○ with ○,Ｂ)○

5


kind of ～

6


at the beginning of ～( )

7


That early?

8


serve>served( )

9


take (人) ～

10


through

11


terrible( )






３. SENTENCES
　  [1] I was just admiring the cherry blossoms.
  　[2] We don't have cherry blossoms at the beginning of the school year.
  　[3] Breakfast was served at the school cafeteria after the second period.
  　[4] It took me about an hour to get there by bus.

４. DICTATION

Gyu Suk

 Evelyn, (1           ) happening outside?

 Evelyn

 Nothing. I was just admiring the cherry blossoms. Aren't they pretty?

Gyu Suk

 Yes. (2             ) a school year with cherry blossoms is kind of nice. In our
 country, the school year starts in March and ends in December. So we don't have
 cherry blossoms at the　beginning of the school year. How about in Thailand, Pichai?

 Pichai

 It starts in May and ends in March. How about (3          ), Evelyn?

 Evelyn

 It begins in September and ends in June. I like another thing about Japanese colleges. Classes start at 9 in the morning.

 Pichai

 What time did they start when you (4         ) in high school?

 Evelyn

 7:30.

Gyu Suk

 Wow! That early? Our classes also started at 9. So you had to get up really early,
Evelyn?

 Evelyn

 No, not really. I lived on campus and (5              ) was served at the school
cafeteria after the second period.

 Pichai

 Our school started at 8. It took me about an hour to get there by bus. But if I went
 by boat, it only took 30 to 40 minutes. So I (6            ) went by boat.

Gyu suk

 You went to school by boat?

 Pichai

 Yes, a large river runs through Bangkok. The traffic (7       ) the streets is terrible.
５. SUMMARY

     [1] Evelyn was just admiring (1 the cherry blossoms) outside.

     [2] Gyu Suk could not enjoy cherry blossoms at the beginning of the school year because school year 
         starts in (2 March) and ends in (3 December) in his country.

     [3] In Thailand, school year starts in (4 May) and ends in (5 March).

     [4] School year in Nigeria starts in (6 September) and ends in (7 June).

     [5] Classes start at 9 in the morning in (8 Japan) but they start at 7:30 in (9 Nigeria).

     [6] Evelyn did not have to get up early because (10 breakfast) was served at the school cafeteria after the second period.

     [7] Pichai could get to his school much more quickly by (11 boat).


６. FIND SOMEONE WHO …

　  ★Walk around the classroom and find someone who doesn't take a train to come to school.

       1                           2                           3                         


    　※How do you ask?                                                                           


    　※How do you answer?                                                                        

　  ★Walk around the classroom and find someone who spends more than an hour to get to school.

       1                           2                           3                         

    　※How do you ask?                                                                           


    　※How do you answer?                                                                        


７. YOUR OPINION

    ＊What school do you want to go to?

                                                                                                 

                                                                                                 

                                                                                                 

                                                                                                 

                                                                                                 

                                                                                                 

                                                                                                 

                                                                                                 

